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this documentation set is not designed to represent all legal requirements and
specifications to which the product may be subjected. this documentation is provided
for information purposes only. cisco makes no representation or warranty, express or

implied, regarding the accuracy of the materials provided. a website leak is potentially
one of the most dangerous cyberthreats you can face. it can lead to identity theft and
malicious changes to your online accounts, all which may cost you a fortune. hackers

go to great lengths to steal peoples personal information, such as passwords and credit
card numbers. if it includes security codes, like those you generate with a password
manager, theyre of no use. theyre just six digits you can type into a text box at your
bank. thus, theres no point in storing them in a password manager. when the same

password is used across all websites, it makes it easy for hackers to re-use that
password and crack it. this is especially true of accounts with multiple security-related
fields, like email, facebook, and credit cards. this is why we dont recommend using the
same password for every account. if youre lucky enough to have access to two-factor

authentication, you can increase the security of your accounts with it by using a
second security code that you type in at your online sites. in addition to the physical
key, most accounts support a second factor like a yubico security key. it comes with

software that generates a second code, and it may be delivered to your phone via text
or emailed directly to your account.
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alternatively, and an increasingly common method, is the ability for software to generate
one-time codes for you online. these are usually sent to your phone via text and can be
printed out in a qr code for offline use. for example, lastpass and yubico generate and
send one-time codes to your phone, which is how you log in to websites that use them.
security keys provide an extremely high level of security. not only can they generate a
code on demand, they can generate one for multiple accounts at once. therefore, you

need to have a different password for each site you want to log in to. another good idea is
to use different usernames and passwords for all your accounts so that if one account is
breached you wont have to worry about all the other ones. if someone gets access to the
email associated with your account (such as an imap account), theyll have access to your

password. likewise, if a password gets leaked, then the thieves data is gone forever. if your
bank or retailer offers two-step verification, you can further strengthen your accounts

security with it. to enable two-step verification for a website account, just add the
verification code you receive on your phone or email to the text box for the account.

google does this with its google authenticator app and google is one of the few companies
that require sms based two-step verification. both google and apple offer an app that

generates codes for you, and there are also many third-party apps. we tested the yubico
security key, which has one of the best two-factor options on the market. 5ec8ef588b
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